
Questions
1. What do rabbits have on top of their heads?

  

2. Why do rabbits need strong legs?

  

3. Finish this sentence: “Lots of burrows under the ground is called a…” 

4. What are male rabbits called?

 

5. What do rabbits like to eat? 

Rabbits

soft whiskers big feet long ears

to run away fast        to climb trees       to reach up high

tunnel warren                nest                  

bucks                    bees                    bananas  

 meat                         fish                         vegetables



Answers
1. What do rabbits have on top of their heads?

  

2. Why do rabbits need strong legs?

  

3. Finish this sentence: “Lots of burrows under the ground is called a…” 

4. What are male rabbits called?

 

5. What do rabbits like to eat? 

Rabbits

soft whiskers big feet long ears

to run away fast        to climb trees       to reach up high

tunnel warren                nest                  

bucks                    bees                    bananas  

 meat                         fish                         vegetables



Questions
1. How would you describe a rabbit’s tail?  

2. If a noise if high pitched, how far away can a rabbit hear it from?

  

3. How do rabbits communicate with each other? 

4. Circle two things that the rooms in a warren can be used for.

 

5. What does a rabbit like to eat?

               
               
               
 

Rabbits

short and furry           long and wiry                thin and fluffy

20 miles                       12 miles                     2 miles

shouting to each 
other                               

thumping their 
feet                      sneezing

sleeping                      reading               jumping                nesting              



Answers
1. How would you describe a rabbit’s tail?  

2. If a noise if high pitched, how far away can a rabbit hear it from?

  

3. How do rabbits communicate with each other? 

4. Circle two things that the rooms in a warren can be used for.

 

5. What does a rabbit like to eat?

Rabbits are herbivores, which means that they like to eat fruit and 
vegetables. 

Rabbits

short and furry           long and wiry                thin and fluffy

20 miles                       12 miles                     2 miles

shouting to each 
other                               

thumping their 
feet                      sneezing

sleeping                      reading               jumping                nesting              



Questions
1. Which of these predators do rabbits need to watch out for?  

2. How many different species of rabbits are there in the world?

  

3. How small are pygmy rabbits? 

               
 

4. Which habitats do rabbits like to live in?

               
                    
 

5. What is different about a baby rabbit when it is born?

               
                    
 

6. Why do you think some gardeners might not want a family of rabbits 
nearby?

               
                    
 

Rabbits

crocodiles                owls               tigers

more than 30                   around 3                   less than 10



Answers
1. Which of these predators do rabbits need to watch out for?  

2. How many different species of rabbits are there in the world?

  

3. How small are pygmy rabbits? 

Small rabbits (known as pygmy rabbits) can be as little as 20cm long. 

4. Which habitats do rabbits like to live in?

Rabbits live in habitats such as meadows, woods, forests and even 
deserts. 

5. What is different about a baby rabbit when it is born?

When a baby rabbit is born, they have their eyes closed and they do not 
have any fur.

6. Why do you think some gardeners might not want a family of rabbits 
nearby?

Varied answers. Children to write about how rabbits like to eat 
vegetables and so gardeners would not want their vegetables eaten. 
Or how they make burrows or warrens under the ground which might 
destroy the things growing above it.  

Rabbits

crocodiles                owls               tigers

more than 30                   around 3                   less than 10


